


Having been to numerous Hashes over the 
years it occurred to me that the variety of 
Laager sites is amazing, from tiny squares 
lodged in a corner through car parks and 
eventually culminating in last Saturday’s of-
fering from DFL which found us all wandering 
around the biggest site so far with acres of 
space and shade, a good start and the ques-
tion was could he match it with the trail??

The description was more or less what we’ve 
come to expect from him so there was much 
scratching of heads as to how many checks and splits there would be waiting for us, but 
undeterred we staggered out and were quite pleasantly surprised to see well spaced and 
plentiful paper which took us round the countryside avoiding as much of the concrete as 
possible. Rambos and Wankers split and didn’t come together again until almost the home 
straight and in the meantime we passed another split dedicated to Wallace and Gromit so 
there was no excuse for them to wander off track.

Not much in the way of hazards for anyone 
and the beasts all seemed safe enough so 
there was little to complain about when it 
came to the decision as to where the Laavy 
seat would repose and although some put 
their hands up for a crappy Hash, there was 
never any doubt so well done to him and 
especially when you consider that he al-
ways flies solo which is a lot of work.



Once the vote was out of the way the snitches 
crept in to deliver their testimony and No Balls 
seemed to be a little confused as he had both 
Rambos and Wankers on the mat with Scouse 
Bastard getting down on the cubes while GRA 
as the Rambosquealer gave a similar position to 
Jonny Comes Lately.

Chris and lady from USA via Cambodia graced 
us with their presence and received the custom-
ary welcome.

Birthday boy Leopard Piss celebrated his 69th 
by inviting one and all to participate in a tinny, 
cheers.



An early retirement from the mismanagement means that a 
Hairaiser is required, volunteers please and also Winkle and 
Forbeskin are taking early retirement from Habadash and a 
great job they’ve done for a few years, so a vacancy exists.

Frog’s Legs is losing her virginity next Saturday in Maenam Soi 
1 so come along and support this brave lass and afterwards 
we will be off to Nigels for one of his famous BBQs and the 
piss is on the Hash. Check the KSH3 website for all the details, 
a list of the transport arrangements, for those who have put 
their names down, will be sent out in the next day or two.

No further bullshit so Circle closed for gargling.
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